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Abstract

In the future MYRRHA reactor, lead bismuth eutectic (LBE) will be used both

as coolant and as spallation target. Due to the high neutron flux a small frac-

tion of the bismuth will transmute to radiotoxic 210Po. Part of this radiotoxic

element will evaporate into the gas above the coolant. Extracting it from the

gas phase is necessary to ensure a safe handling of the reactor. An issue in the

development of suitable filters is the lack of accurate knowledge on the chemical

interaction between a candidate filter material and either elemental polonium or

polonium containing molecules. Experimental work on this topic is complicated

by the high radiotoxicity of polonium. Therefore, we present in this paper a

first-principles study on the adsorption of polonium on noble metals as filter
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materials. The adsorption of monoatomic Po is considered on the candidate

filter materials palladium, platinum, silver and gold. The case of the gold filter

is looked upon in more detail by examining how bismuth pollution affects its

capability to capture polonium and by studying the adsorption of the heavy

diatomic molecules Po2, PoBi and PoPb on this gold filter.
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The 4th generation of nuclear fission reactors will have to be inherently safer

and more fuel-efficient then the nuclear power plants of today. The MYRRHA

reactor, under development at SCK-CEN, will test the feasibility of 2 concepts:

an accelerator driven system (ADS), and a lead bismuth cooled fast reactor

[1]. In ADS mode, the chain of nuclear reactions can only be sustained if5

the combination of a proton accelerator and a spallation target feeds enough

neutrons to the sub-critical core. The use of a liquid lead bismuth eutectic

(LBE) both as coolant and as spallation target, will induce neutrons over a

wide range of energies with little moderation, making MYRRHA a fast reactor.

This will allow to transform the more abudant 238U (abundancy 99.3 %) into10

239Pu which can be burned, rather than using only a limited fraction of natural

uranium directly, i.e. 235U (0.7 %), as done in most present nuclear power

reactors.[2]

An issue with this type of reactors is the production of polonium as result

of the transmutation of mainly bismuth. During the operation of MYRRHA, a15

non-negligible amount of polonium will be present in the LBE coolant. Part of

the polonium will evaporate to the cover gas above the liquid LBE. Polonium

has no stable isotopes. Its longest-lived isotopes, 210Po (138.3 days), 208Po (2.90

years) and 209Po (102 years) are all strong α-emitters. Because of the relatively

short half-lives, polonium isotopes are strongly radioactive, e.g. 1 mg 210Po has20

an activity of 166.25 GBq, while 1 mg of 208Po reaches 21.74 GBq. As a result,

polonium is highly radiotoxic upon inhalation. This makes it cumbersome to

study, for instance, the thermodynamic properties of macroscopic quantities of

polonium-containing molecules and solids experimentally [3, 4].
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In order to prevent a build-up of polonium and other malicious elements25

in the gas phase, the atmosphere inside MYRRHA’s closed reactor vessel will

be continuously filtered. Developing appropriate filter systems requires an ad-

equate knowledge of polonium chemistry. Exactly this is the bottleneck: due

to the aforementioned difficulties the experimental information that is available

in the literature is insufficient. Even worse: as most experimental studies date30

back to the 60’s of the past century and earlier [5, 6, 4], merely reproducing

them today is not easy with modern safety restrictions. In recent years, within

the framework of ADS systems, much effort has been put into a better under-

standing of polonium and its interaction with LBE and different atmospheres:

evaporation [7, 8, 9, 10] or extraction [11, 12] from LBE and the volatility of35

polonium molecules [13, 3]. Also the use of transition metals and noble metals

as filter materials is a subject of study [14]. Around 1980 a few studies on the

adsorption and desorption of polonium from the gas phase on noble metals were

performed by Gäggeler et al. [15, 16].

Polonium, being experimentally hard to access, is an ideal example of a re-40

search topic where modern first principles methods can play a role. Available

computational studies on polonium focus on its peculiar simple cubic ground

state structure [17, 18, 19], on its role in the homologous series connecting se-

lenium and tellurium with livermorium [20, 21], or on it being a constituent of

hypothetical semiconductors [22]. In all these cases, the relevance lies in a more45

fundamental understanding, rather than in practically useful polonium chem-

istry. A first computational effort into the latter direction has been delivered

by Ayala et al. [23] in 2008 by studying the hydration of Po(IV) in solution.

Rijpstra et al. [24] focusses on the interaction between polonium and LBE in

the solid state. More recently the formation of several polonium-containing50

molecules, whose existence is expected in a LBE environment, has been studied

in Van Yperen-De Deyne et al. [25]. In the present work we use density func-

tional theory (DFT) to examine the interaction between a low concentration of

monoatomic polonium and the surfaces of the candidate filter materials palla-

dium, silver, platinum and gold. For the case of a gold filter, we investigate the55
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adsorption of the diatomic Po2, PoPb and PoBi and the effect of and the effect

of bismuth pollution.

1. Methods

1.1. Computational Settings

All calculations in this work are performed within density functional the-60

ory (DFT) [26, 27] as implemented in the ‘Vienna ab initio simulation package’

(VASP) [28]. The projector augmented wave (PAW) method [29, 30] is used to

solve the scalar-relativistic Kohn-Sham equations. The exchange-correlation en-

ergy is described by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [31]. VASP

incorporates by default scalar relativistic effects [32]. Since we are dealing with65

mainly heavy elements, the next order of relativistic effects, spin-orbit coupling

(SO), is taken into account selfconsistently [33, 34].

VASP is a periodic code, in which the unit cell of the crystal is translated

to the first Brillouin zone in reciprocal space. Through the Bloch theorem [35],

the wavefunction for every point in reciprocal space is represented by a Fourier70

series of plane waves. Two parameters determine most of the computational

precision. One of these is the k-point grid that is used to sample the integra-

tion over the first Brillouin zone. The second parameter is the energy of the

last plane wave in the Fourier series, the so-called cut-off energy. In order to

find a good balance between computational precision and computational cost,75

we computed for face centred cubic (fcc) gold and fcc palladium the energy

difference between the ground state volume and a 5% expanded volume, for a

wide range of both k-grid densities and cut-off energies. We concluded that

Γ-centred Monkhorst-Pack k-grids [36] with a density of 216000 k-points/Å−3

and a cut-off energy of 330 eV were sufficient to obtain a numerical accuracy80

for energy differences better than 0.001 eV/atom for gold and 0.002 eV/atom

for palladium. For the molecular adsorption calculations a cut-off energy of

550 eV was used, leading to even smaller errors. Fermi level smearing of 0.01 eV

(bulk calculations) or 0.1 eV (surface calculations) was used with the first order
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Methfessel-Paxton method [37]. During geometry optimization, we considered85

a structure converged when all forces on the atoms are below 0.01 eV/Å, unless

the atoms were kept fixed within the cell.

1.2. Level of theory

One of the quantities required to determine the adsorption enthalpy is the

energy Eu of the free adsorbent u (see eq. 1 later on in section 1.3.1). Preferen-90

tially, these calculations should be performed within the same periodic code as

applied for the slab on which u will be adsorbed. Sufficiently large unit cell sizes

should be taken into consideration to avoid interaction with periodic images of

u. While we use cells of 15 Å x 15 Å x 15 Å for the monoatomic energies, for the

diatomic molecules we consider unit cells of dimension 15 Å x 15 Å x 18 Å, with95

the largest size in the direction of the internuclear axis of the molecule. The

energies obtained for molecules in these large empty unit cells should be com-

parable with non-periodic calculations, obtained in a non-periodic code using

the same DFT functional. In order to assess the level of theory that will be re-

quired, we compare in Fig. 1 formation enthalpies for Po2, PoPb and PoBi (the100

formation enthalpy ∆Hform is the difference between the free molecule enthalpy

Eu and the sum of the free atom enthalpies). These formation enthalpies are

computed by three different methods: at one hand a high level method – Multi-

Reference Configuration Interaction (MRCI) by the non-periodic ORCA code,

and at the other hand either the regular PBE functional or the more expensive105

hybrid PBE0 functional, both by the periodic VASP code. The influence of

inclusion of exact Fock exchange is examined by comparing a pure functional

(PBE) and a hybrid functional (PBE0).

In ref. [25], it was already shown that PBE0 succeeds surprisingly well in

reproducing the formation energies obtained by the much more accurate MRCI110

method, within 0.2 eV. From Fig. 1a and b, it can be seen that the PBE func-

tional follows the PBE0 results closely. When calculating a linear regression

for all PBE values obtained with VASP against those obtained for PBE0, both

with and without SO and including the solid PoAu, we find ∆Hform(PBE) =
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1.09 ∆Hform(PBE0) − 0.17 eV/u with a standard error on the PBE values of115

0.10 eV/u. Considering these small differences, and considering the fact that

adsorption calculations are intrinsically much more time-consuming than free

molecule calculations, we conclude that it is justified to perform the adsorption

calculations with the less expensive PBE functional.

Figure 1: The DFT formation enthalpies versus those obtained with MRCI: a) without SO,

b) with SO.

Whereas MRCI and PBE/PBE0 are in fair agreement with each other when120

no spin-orbit interaction is included (Fig. 1a), this agreement vanishes upon

adding spin-orbit coupling (Fig. 1). In the latter case, there is very little spread

in the DFT results, while for MRCI a much larger difference between the three

molecules is found. This can be understood when considering the interplay of
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symmetry and degeneracy: a diatomic molecule has a high symmetry, which125

leads to degeneracy of several molecular orbitals. When such degeneracies are

present, a high-level multireference method as MRCI leads to results that are

different from what is obtained by regular single-reference DFT, with the former

being the more accurate one. In the absence of degeneracies – as happens for

low-symmetry cases – both methodologies lead to much more similar results.130

The case of a molecule on a surface has a reduced symmetry, and therefore

the deviation by PBE/PBE0 is expected to be much smaller for adsorption

energies. Another feature that contributes to the deviation in Fig. 1 is the fact

that spin-orbit coupling is treated in different ways in both codes: perturbatively

in ORCA (MRCI) and self-consistently in VASP (PBE/PBE0). The latter is135

more correct.

Based on these considerations, we chose to apply periodic DFT with the PBE

functional and with spin-orbit coupling included to determine the adsorption

energies in this work. This choice is corroborated by successful examples found

in literature. In Ref. [38, 39] similar methods were used for the calculation140

of cohesion energies and found good agreement with experiment. These data

are compared in Ref. [40] to a higher-level method, and were found to be

acceptable. A similar story holds for Ref. [41], where adsorption energies for

platinum clusters on graphene were obtained with similar methods as in our

work.145

1.3. Surface slabs & adsorption enthalpies

For a computational study of adsorption we need a reliable model for the

surface where the adsorbate can adsorb on. In a periodic code the surface slab is

modelled to be infinite in two dimensions. The third dimension shows a number

of atomic layers of adsorbent, terminated with a sufficiently large vacuum to150

prevent interaction between the adjacent periodic images in that dimension. In

order to prevent polarization of the vacuum, due to the charge build-up in the

adsorbates, the slabs are made symmetrical: adsorption will take place on both

the top and the down side, see Fig. 2d.
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Figure 2: a, b, c: surface topographies for Au(100), Au(110) and Au(111). The hollow and

the top site are indicated. The darker colour marks the top layers. The lines show the size of

the used 2x2 (a,c) or 2x1 (b) primitive unit cell. d: the side view of polonium adsorption on

a hollow site of Au(100) as is calculated in this work. The total size of the vacuum is the sum

of both vacua.
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In order to significantly reduce the repulsive effects between the adsorbates155

the number of layers should be sufficiently large. However, adsorption calcu-

lations with such large cells are computationally very expensive. In this work,

the number of layers in the slab is limited to seven, which is sufficient to obtain

correct interlayer distances near the surface in complete consistency with what

has been proposed in ref. [42]. In the geometry optimization of the slab, the160

positions of the atoms lying in the central layer are kept fixed at the equilib-

rium bulk values. Also the lattice vectors were frozen to mimic the presence

of a bulk material in the middle of the slab. In the fixed cell all other layers

are free to relax as well as the adsorbed atom(s). This model gives a good

balance between computational cost and accuracy. An assessment study learns165

that slabs with 5 and 9 layers deviate less than 0.02 eV/Po for the adsorption

enthalpy of monoatomic polonium. It proves that the choice of 7 layers is an

acceptable estimate. Another specific parameter for an accurate prediction of

adsorption enthalpies in periodic calculations is the size of the vacuum taken

into consideration in the unit cell. It has to be large enough to prevent inter-170

action between the adsorbates on top of one slab and the periodic image of the

adsorbate at the adjunct side (see Fig. 2 d). After evaluating the adsorption

of polonium on a Au(100) surface for several vacuum sizes, a width of 18.5 Å

turns out to be reassuringly sufficient.

1.3.1. Adsorption and surface periodicity175

The adsorption enthalpy of a single atom or molecule u, hereafter called

unit, on an infinitely (inf) large surface is defined as:

∆Hinf
ads (u) =

Einf
slab+u − Einf

slab −NuEu

Nu
(1)

∆Hads is the adsorption enthalpy per adsorbed unit expressed in eV/u, Eu rep-

resents the energy of the free unit, while Nu denotes the number of adsorbed

units, which is even due to the symmetric nature of the model slab. The su-

perscript ’inf’ refers to a single adsorbed unit on a infinite surface. The latter

cannot be realized in actual periodic calculations, where periodic images of the180
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Figure 3: Scheme for the calculation of adsorption enthalpies using a periodic code. Qads

correction due to the self-interaction between periodic images of adsobed molecules.

adsorbed unit are present. In order to represent the ideal single adsorption

case, the distance between these periodic images should be sufficiently large to

prevent any spurious interaction between them. This would lead to highly ex-

pensive calculations. It is therefore necessary to use smaller surface unit cells

and to correct for the spurious effects. In Fig. 3, a correction scheme is drawn185

for the adsorption enthalpy in a finite unit cell (fin). Periodic codes yield an

adsorption enthalpy ∆Hfin
ads (u) for a single unit u on a surface that is composed

of periodic images of a finite slab with an adsorbed unit u. The correction term

Qfin should be added to ∆Hfin
ads (u) to approach ∆Hinf

ads (u). This term is esti-

mated by the interaction between the adsorbed unit u and its periodic images190

in absence of the surface, which captures most of the spurious interaction. Sum-

marizing, a computable expression for the infinite adsorption enthalpy is given

by:

∆Hinf
ads (u) ≈ ∆Hfin

ads (u) −Qfin

≈
Efin

slab+u − Einf
slab −Nu (Eu +Qfin)

Nu
(2)

We note that the energy per slab atom in the absence of unit u is obvi-

ously independent of the dimension of the slab: Einf
slab = Efin

slab. Equation (2),195
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graphically depicted in Fig. 3, is valid both for atoms and molecules. Molecules

undergo a deformation upon adsorption, which is taken into account in the de-

termination of Qfin by considering the cell for the adsorbed case with all slab

atoms removed and the molecule kept in its deformed state. For an atom, it

suffices to perform a calculation within the same finite surface unit cells, as200

used for the evaluation of Efin
slab+u, dropping all slab atoms and keeping only the

single atom u in the empty slab cell.

1.3.2. Adsorption of monoatomic polonium

For the adsorption of monoatomic polonium and bismuth, we chose to make

2x2 primitive cells, so that each layer has 4 atoms, see Fig. 2. Adsorbing one205

polonium atom on both surfaces of the cell is equivalent to the deposition of

a quarter monolayer, ensuring a separation of at least 5.6 Å between periodic

images. This is sufficiently large to simulate the adsorption of an isolated atom

[43, 44]. For the 2x2 slabs, grids of 8x8x1 k-points are used, equivalent to the

aforementioned setting. Only one k-point needs to be taken in the z-direction210

due to the considerable length of the cell and the negligible interaction between

the images in this direction. The periodic correction Qfin in these cells, com-

pared to a single polonium atom in a box of 15 Å, varies between 0.000 for

the Bi(100), and −0.056 eV/Po, for the (100) and (110) palladium- and plat-

inum surfaces, depending on the size of the surface unit cell. By comparing the215

adsorption energies for the case of monatomic polonium on Au(100) obtained

with the settings described in Section 1.1 and with more stringent settings, we

conclude that te numerical uncertainty on the adsorption energy is about 0.003

eV/Po.

All four noble metals (palladium, platinum, silver and gold) have a fcc crystal

structure as ground state. In order to get a good picture of the adsorption be-

haviour on these noble metals, three low-index surfaces were constructed: (111),

(100), (110), see Fig. 2. The (111) surface is the most closed-packed one, (110)

has the most rough topography with trenches and lines, (100) falls in between

these two extremes. For completeness, the surface energies Hsurf (eV/Å2) are
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included in Tab. 1 and they are defined as:

∆Hsurf =
Eslab −NslabEbulk

2

1

Aslab
(3)

with Nslab the number of atoms in the slab, Aslab its surface area and Ebulk220

the energy per atom of the original bulk material. As expected, the more open

surfaces have larger surface energies, a consequence of the higher number of

atoms with a lower coordination compared to the bulk [45]. When comparing

to surface energies given in literature, we see a strong dependence on the com-

putational methos used.[45, 42] Da Silva et al. used the comparable FP-LAPW225

method with the PBE functional and found results nearly identical to ours for

palladium, on which SO will have little effect, while for platinum the surface

energy was found to be approximately 25 % higher (0.104 eV/Å2 for Pt(111)

compared to 0.089 eV/Å2 in this work). The latter difference can (probably) be

attributed to us incorporating spin-orbit coupling. Another large computational230

work on surface energies, Vitos et al., gave surface energies up to 75 % higher

than the ones in this work, however a very different method with more drastic

numerical approximations (FCD-LMTO-ASA with LDA and GGA) was used

and spin-orbit effects were never considered.

1.3.3. Adsorption of molecules235

To study the adsorption of Po2, PoBi and PoPb, the Au(100)-surface was

chosen. The 2x2 or 2x1 primitive surface cell however, is too small to allow a

wide variety of adsorption scenarios. Therefore it was decided to enlarge the cell

to a 3x2 surface (k-grid of 6x8x1 k-points). Hence different starting orientations

for each diatomic molecule can be studied without direct contact between the240

periodic images. The spurious effects due to periodicity ranged from 0.038 to

−0.389 eV/u for the different adsorptions.
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Table 1: Surface energies and adsorption enthalpies for polonium and bismuth on slabs com-

posed of different noble metals and different orientations of the surface. The surface orienta-

tions are ordered from closed to open topographies.

surface (eV/Å2) top site (eV/Po) hollow site (eV/Po) hollow site (eV/Bi)

(111) (100) (110) (111) (100) (110) (111) (100) (110) (111) (100) (110)

Pd 0.083 0.095 0.100 -2.30 -2.32 -2.08 -3.10 -3.74 -3.83 -3.51 -4.06 -4.21

Pt 0.089 0.113 0.114 -2.07 -2.19 -2.19 -3.01 -3.86 -3.64 -3.61 -4.36 -4.22

Ag 0.045 0.050 0.054 -1.64 -1.53 -1.41 -2.11 -2.43 -2.54 -2.08 -2.40 -2.58

Au 0.047 0.056 0.058 -1.44 -1.44 -1.49 -2.09 -2.52 -2.54 -2.35 -2.89 -2.92

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Polonium on clean noble metals

In table 1, we evaluate the adsorption behaviour of single polonium atoms245

on the 4 noble metals, systematically for the (100) (110) and the (111) surfaces.

For each of these surface orientations, one could consider three plausible adsorp-

tion positions: top, bridge and hollow site. For the test case of Ag(111), it was

observed that the polonium atom shifted from the bridge position to a hollow

site. In a second attempt, with the in-plane position of polonium fixed on the250

bridge site, a value for the adsorption enthalpy of 0.06 eV/Po above the value

for the hollow site was found, still well under the value for the top site. As the

adsorption behaviour on the three surface orientations for all four noble metals

shows high similarity (see Tab. 1), bridge positions were no longer considered as

possible stable adsorption sites for the other noble metals and surfaces. Bridge255

positions are the transition states between two hollow sites. Due to the size of

the polonium atom and its effect on the upper layers, also intermediate posi-

tions, such as the pseudo-threefold on (110) [46], are not considered. For every

surface, Po adsorption on the top and hollow sites are calculated (see Fig. 2).

For the (111)-orientation, the ‘fcc’ position is chosen: a hollow site with no atom260

underneath in the second layer.

As can be seen in Tab. 1 Po is predicted to spontaneously adsorb on all noble
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metals, with adsorption enthalpies varying from −2.1 to −3.9 eV. For all four

adsorbents we observe the same behaviour: the hollow site is preferred over the

top site by 0.4 to 1.8 eV. The more open topographies (100) and (110) show265

stronger adsorption (up to 0.7 eV) on the hollow sites than the close-packed

(111) surface. This is in contrast with the adsorption on top sites. The difference

in adsorption enthalpies here is much smaller for different surface orientations,

ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 eV. No general trend concerning the topography can be

deduced here. The influence of the more open surfaces is not surprising due to270

the higher surface energies: there is more energy to gain from adsorption.

Even though all four noble metals show similar behaviour, there are signifi-

cant quantitative differences, with gold and silver on one side and palladium and

platinum on the other. The adsorption enthalpies for the group 10 noble metals

are between 0.6 and 1.3 eV more negative than for gold and silver in group 11.275

Within the groups themselves the enthalpies only vary up to 0.3 eV at most,

often less. These values agree reasonably well with the experimental adsorp-

tion enthalpies obtained by Gaggeler et al. [15, 16]: gold (2.00-2.34 eV/Po) and

palladium (3.01-3.38 eV/Po), somewhat less for platinum (1.94-2.90 eV/Po) and

for silver (1.71 eV/Po). For platimum there is a wide spread in the experimental280

results, which is probably due to reproducibility issues and for silver only one

measurement is found.

2.2. Bismuth on clean noble metals

Because polonium is not the only element present in the cover gas above

the LBE, it is relevant to study the adsorption behaviour on noble metals for285

other elements in the gas phase. Bismuth is known to have a relatively high

vapour pressure above liquid LBE [47, 48]. The number of bismuth atoms in the

reactor atmosphere will be many orders of magnitude higher than the number

of polonium atoms. To get an idea of the behaviour of elemental bismuth near

noble metals we repeated the calculations on all surfaces for the hollow sites290

only, replacing polonium with bismuth, see Tab. 1.

For all noble metals except silver, larger adsorption enthalpies are found.
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Figure 4: a, b, c: the three with bismuth polluted gold slabs. Each time the top and hollow

site are indicated. d: the Bi(100) with top and deep hollow site indicated. The darker colour

in (d) serves to mark the top layer.

Silver has no preference towards Bi or Po adsorption. For gold and palladium,

adsorbing bismuth instead of Po leads to an extra energy reduction between

0.2 and 0.4 eV. For platinum this goes up to 0.5 and even 0.6 eV per adsorbed295

atom. It is therefore clear that elemental bismuth will show strong adsorp-

tion behaviour near noble metal surfaces and that it might saturate the filter,

preventing further Po capture.

2.3. Polonium on polluted gold

Will a bismuth-polluted filter surface still be able to capture Po, and if so,300

how strongly? Several scenarios were taken into consideration to answer these

questions. The starting point was always the 7 layers Au(100) slab, on which

each time a different pollution layer was built: a 50%-50% gold-bismuth layer

(50% of the surface gold atoms are replaced by bismuth, Fig. 4a), a 50% and a

75% bismuth layer (respectively 2 and 3 out of 4 hollow sites on the gold surface305

occupied by bismuth, Fig. 4b and c). A fourth scenario is the adsorption of Po

on a pure bismuth slab. This slab is constructed from the rhombohedral phase

of bismuth described in a hexagonal unit cell (hcp), in the same manner as the
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noble metal slabs.

For the slabs covered by 50% and 75%, the adsorption of this rather large310

amount of bismuth atoms turns out to be energetically favourable still, with

enthalpies of −2.63 and −2.34 eV/Bi. The Bi(001) slab has a surface energy of

0.029 eV/Å2, which is significantly lower than for noble metals surfaces. The

50%-50% gold bismuth layer, is a hypothetical surface that will never spon-

taneously form, because it has bismuth cramped into small spaces, originally315

occupied by a gold atom. Nevertheless, this can serve as a model for a mixed

Au-Bi environment.

In Tab. 2 the adsorption enthalpies for polonium on these layers are given

for both hollow and top sites. Herein the combined system of gold and bismuth

is seen as ‘the slab’. Each of the slabs again has 7 layers, even though the320

outermost layers are broadened to fit in the bismuth atoms, see Fig. 4. The

bridge position is only calculated in the case of 75% bismuth and resulted into

an adsorption enthalpy of −1.49 eV/Po, a value that is intermediate between

those for the top and hollow site. For the 50%-50% slab, the hollow site is the

position on top of the open gold atom: equivalent to a top-site on a clean gold325

surface, but surrounded by 4 bismuth atoms. On the pure bismuth slab there

are two distinct hollow sites: one with a bismuth atom on the second layer

beneath the hollow site, known as the hcp site, and one without, the fcc site.

For polonium, this fcc site is preferred, having an adsorption enthalpy that is

Table 2: Adsorption enthalpies for Po on Bi polluted Au(100). The different scenarios are

shown in Fig. 4.

(100) (eV/Po)

surface hollow top

Au 50% Bi 50% Au -1.90 -1.13

Au 50% Bi -1.60 -0.95

Au 75% Bi -1.65 -1.33

Bi 100% Bi -1.84 -1.27
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0.14 eV/Po more negative than for the other site.330

Again, the hollow site is preferred in all cases. On bismuth a decent −1.84 eV/Po

is found. The fcc site is preferred here, because it allows polonium to sink some-

what deeper into the first layer, bringing it closer to 3 bismuth atoms on the

second layer, instead of only one (for the hcp site). The 50%-50% slab could

be considered as a surface on which some bismuth is present, but the polonium335

can still reach the gold. The hollow site here delivers an adsorption enthalpy

of −1.90 eV/Po, which is weaker than adsorption on a hollow site on pure gold,

but better than adsorption on a top position there. The higher coordination

of polonium thanks to the nearby bismuth, thus has a positive effect on the

adsorption. The worst adsorption behaviour is found on the 50% bismuth sur-340

face, both on top and hollow site. The main difference with the 50%-50% slab

is that polonium is not able to bind to the gold directly. For the 75% slab the

enthalpies are in between those for the 50% and the pure bismuth.

The adsorption behaviour of polonium on these slabs is determined by its

coordination possibilities and the vicinity of gold, which is preferred over bis-345

muth as a bonding partner of polonium. Due to the strong interaction be-

tween bismuth and gold, the adsorption of polonium deteriorates on bismuth

atoms directly in contact with the gold slab. Summarising, even weakened by

bismuth-pollution, adsorption of elemental polonium on gold filters remains a

strong exothermic process.350

2.4. Adsorption of polonium molecules

We know from the sec. 2.1 and 2.2, that for polonium and bismuth adsorption

the hollow site is strongly preferred on noble metals. It therefore seems highly

unlikely that any of the heavy diatomic molecules (Po2, PoPb, PoBi) can adsorb

on gold without occupying at least one hollow site. One can imagine three355

possible adsorption scenarios for which the bond length of the free molecule is

initially conserved, see Fig. 5a, b and c: atom B on top of adsorbed atom A,

A and B adsorbed in two neighbouring hollow sites (bonding over the bridge

site) and B on top of a gold atom bound to adsorbed A located in a hollow site.
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Figure 5: Different adsorption scenarios for diatomic heavy molecules. a, b and c are initial

states, the fourth scenario d is a possible result for relaxation from c.

The first scenario is similar to the situation which was already been studied for360

polonium on bismuth (sec. 2.3) and will now only be repeated for bismuth and

lead on top of polonium. In all of these cases it was clear that adsorption with

perpendicular orientation to the surface is far from stable. The top-scenarios

(Fig. 5a) in this work have enthalpies more than 1.80 eV/u above the optimum.

The situation with atom A in a hollow site and B on top of a gold atom (Fig.365

5c) evolved upon relaxation in some cases to a fourth situation (Fig. 5d): A and

B in diagonally connected hollow sites, which effectively means the molecule has

been broken. This happened for the cases where the bismuth and lead atoms

were placed on top of a gold atom, while the polonium atom was placed in a

hollow site from the start. For polonium as atom B with bismuth or lead as atom370

A in a hollow site (Fig 5c), the molecule stayed together by pushing atom A

slightly out of the optimal hollow site. The bonding distance for these scenarios

increased to ≈ 3.0 Å and the adsorption enthalpy is more then 0.8 eV/u above

optimum (Fig 5b for PoBi and PoPb; Fig 5d for Po2). Based on these results,

other starting orientations, the top scenarios, Po on Po and Po on Pb and the375

adsorption of Po2 on one top and one hollow site were not considered.

Looking at Tab. 3, it is clear that all three diatomic molecules have a strong
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Table 3: Adsorption enthalpies for Po, Po2, PoBi and PoPb into two hollow sites on gold,

given in eV/u wherein u stands for one unit of the specified molecule. Also the distance

between both ions is given each time. The bold values represent the lowest energy scenarios.

neighbour separated

Rmol Rads Hads Rads Hads

(Å) (Å) (eV/u) (Å) (eV/u)

Po / / -2.62 / /

Po2 2.81 3.59 -2.41 4.48 -2.45

PoBi 2.76 3.35 -2.98 4.41 -2.77

PoPb 2.73 3.30 -2.73 4.31 -2.28

tendency towards adsorption on gold. Of these Po2 will be the most volatile.

While PoBi and PoPb tend to stick together in 2 neighbouring hollow sites,

Po2 will tend to break up into separate atoms. This is not only clear from the380

adsorption enthalpies, but can also be seen by comparing the distance between

the two adsorbed atoms in neighbouring hollow sites: for PoBi and PoPb the

distance is about 121% of the original bonding distance, for Po2 this is about

128%. These distances increase by more then 0.5 Å, compared to an original 2.7-

2.8 Å, when both atoms are adsorbed in two neighbouring sites. This analysis385

also shows that for all the molecules, the dissociated structure is highly preferred

and a situation with atoms located at one hollow and one top site are only

metastable structures. It is interesting to see that both PoBi and PoPb yield

larger adsorption enthalpies than monoatomic polonium, while Po2 does not.

3. Conclusions390

In this work we studied the adsorption behaviour of polonium on the noble

metals silver, gold, palladium and platinum, using a first principles method.

Strong adsorption behaviour of elemental polonium was found for all noble metal

surfaces, with a maximum of −3.6 to −3.8 eV/Po for palladium and platinum,

compared to −2.5 eV/Po for gold and silver. The values computed for the (111)-395
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surfaces nicely agree with experimental elemental polonium adsorption energies

that were reported by Gaggeler et al.[15, 16]. It was found that polonium always

prefers sites that lead to a higher coordination. Also, the adsorption behaviour

of polonium on bismuth polluted gold slabs has been studied, as well as on

bismuth itself. For the latter, the strongest adsorption was 0.7 eV/Po weaker400

than for gold. For all other cases coordination played an important role, as well

as the binding partners of polonium: as long as contact with the gold surface

can be maintained, the adsorption enthalpies will approximate those for pure

gold. When polonium can only bind to bismuth atoms, nearby gold will actually

weaken the Bi-Po bonding. The heavy diatomic polonium molecule will split405

upon adsorption on noble metals. PoBi and PoPb are less volatile in contact

with gold than monoatomic polonium, having adsorption enthalpies of −3.0 to

−2.7 eV/molecule. Their two atoms will occupy two neighbouring hollow sites.

The Po2 molecule is slightly more volatile in contact with gold than monoatomic

polonium.410

In terms of filter design, the conclusions of this work are fourfold. (1) Among

the four studied noble metals, palladium and platinum are the best filters to

capture elemental polonium. (2) Bismuth contamination does deteriorate the

filter performance, but does not render it useless. (3) The molecules PoBi

or PoPb molecules are more easily captured by a gold filter than elemental415

polonium. The majority of binary molecules dissociate and both atoms will

occupy a hollow site on the filter surface, while a smaller part could occupy

a metastable hollow-top configuration without full molecular dissociation. (4)

If Po2 is formed, which is highly unlikely due to the low concentrations in

MYRHHA, it will be slightly more volatile.420
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